2006 ford mustang alternator

Okay, I have owned my Mustang since September of It was my first car, I still own it, and it is an
every day driver. It has always been outside - never garage kept I've lived in places where there
was either no room in garage due to other cars or places without garages. A few months later
the car completely dies on me. Jumping it wouldn't even work. Had the battery replaced to get it
from where I was to a shop - was told that the alternator was bad - had it replaced. That lasted
for a good while - until the same thing happened again during the Fall in - it died while it was
running and in motion. Once again, the 'Stang left me stranded. Took it to a different shop this
time, thinking I just got a bad alternator from the last shop. Just a little over a year later, in
February of this year - on my birthday of all days - she does it again! Had a diagnostics test ran
on it at the Ford Dealership in town - they were saying everything was good. Took it back to the
same shop this time - they had a warranty on their parts. Here I am.. Over 3 weeks ago, the same
thing happened. They replaced the battery, and I got the car back last Thursday morning. Had to
run a few errands around town, but the first time it was in idle, the "Check Charging System"
light came back on. I was hoping they just forgot to reset it - NOPE! And has anyone else had
this problem??? Granted, she does have , miles on her now - BUT when it first started
happening in , the car had maybe , miles on it. Any answers are much appreciated! StaciA28
answered 6 years ago. Well, 3 have checked it out thus far and don't seem to find anything
wrong. I believe the first two replacements may have been rebuilt. My understanding is the
replacement in Feb. Either way, it blows my mind that this will be the 5th alternator in a car
under 10 years old. I replaced the battery and alternator still same error codes and check
charging system. I think that is going to fix it. I own a ford gt v8 mustang. Mines doing the same
thing! It only happened during really cold weather and is usually snowing. Check charging
system error keeps popping up shortly after the car just dies. Replaced both battery and
alternator. What's causing this and how the hell do I fix it??????? Cesar answered 6 years ago.
Danita answered 6 years ago. Bought new my She has k milres. I replaced the alternater first 3k.
Gage reads OK and accessories don't drain charge. She also is kept out doors. The problem
may be due to poor grounds between the negative battery post and the alternator. The floating
ground will cause the field voltage to be too low at times which will then not charge the battery
and at times will also cause the voltage output to high 18 to 20 volts which will damage the
battery. I installed a direct ground between the battery to the alternator bracket bolt to solve the
issue in my Mustang. I fixed mine by adding a ground strap between the battery post and the
alternator bracket. I am a retired Chrysler engineer. What size wire should I use? I pulled a
ground cable off of a Dodge Ram in a salvage yard that was long enough. It already had the
terminations at the ends for easy installation. A number 6 wire should do though. The alternator
needs the field voltage to operate and the voltage regulator on the alternator uses the ground as
the reference for the output voltage. The jumper keeps the ground to the alternator at the
correct voltage. Poor grounds can lead to early failure of other things such as wheel bearings
which are damaged by small arcing from the voltage differences between the drive train and the
body. I cannot tell you the cause of the shudder without additional details. The engine
controllers are usually designed to run at voltages as low as 8 volts and I think the engine
would die shortly after the vehicle voltage dropped below that level. I so thought I was all alone!
Mine overcharges and spikes up to Mine started just 2 years after I got her brand new. Had the
issue ever since. Up to replacing the alternator 6 times and about batteries! Going within
months now instead of years! I tried this. It did not stop my problem. It did however take it from
battery needle going to high to only 3 quarters when it happens. Maybe bigger ground wire? I
used a 6 Guage. Any suggestions? Anyone else have the same problem? Car will flicker
headlights, map lights, tag light and it blows the blower motor resistor when it happens.
Sometimes it have different symptoms. Alternator will overcharge up to And spikes randomly
causing my ac to blow really hard and my subs to cut out along with blowing that resistor I
mentioned before. Can anyone shine light on this? Mostly happens when coming to a stop or at
a stop idling. Never happens while on the pedal. Give it gas when it happens and it stops doing
it. I can't figure this out for the life of me. Check charging system light does not come on, no
CEL either. Had ford test everything including the pcm and they say it's just fine. No codes. But
obviously something is wrong. Or is this thread dead? You may have very corroded ground
wires on your car. Check the voltage at the battery while the car is running. Then while checking
the voltage hook up a jumper cable from the negative post of the battery to the mounting
bracket of the alternator. If the voltage changes then you need to still add a better ground.
Follow the ground wires between the battery to the body and the ground wires from the body to
the engine. Clean all the terminations and make sure the bolts are tight. I checked negative
battery terminal to the alternator ground with a volt meter. Touching the negative and the case
on the alternator I get a 0. A little fluctuation but yeah. Positive side to positive lead on
alternator I got. Give the car some gas. Doesn't make a difference. Turn all electronics on. It

charges normal, just spikes randomly up to Normal charge range is between I will give my other
grounds a good cleaning and what not today and see if that makes a difference. I'll also try the
thing with the jumper cables. Any other suggestions? Was told my pcm could possibly be going
out? The Mustang that I was working on was a model. Yours might be different but I didn't think
so. The alternator has a voltage regulator on the back side of it. Later cars are sometimes built
that way. The normal voltage should be higher than the At Try the jumper cable when you
measure the Hope this helps. I have no dying battery issues until it ends up killing a cell in the
battery from being overcharged due to the spiking. But if it does I will then add a bigger ground
wire. The one I'm on is an 8 guage. I'm going to try a 2. Also ford told me that my alternator does
have a regulator. But that the regulator is PCM controlled. And that if the PCM is telling the
regulator to charge so much then that's what it will charge. It won't charge until it's running
because it's power is belt driven. But the pcm controls how much voltage the alternator puts
out on my mustang. It's an 08 4. Zakattak7 answered 5 years ago. This will completely bypass
the PCM and voltage regulator so that your alternator will run at full capacity during the test.
This will help you eliminate the PCM or voltage regulator as the cause of the issue. Definitely do
this before paying for a PCM! Chance answered 5 years ago. I use to have this problem but i
figured it out. I have a mustang GT premium that i bought brand new in ' Not a problem until i
reached 73, miles. I had this same problem and went through 4 alternators and 2 batteries. But i
figured out the problem and fixed it. It was the plug in the back of the alternator coming loose,
losing connection, and going bad. I now have , miles and it just happened again. I replaced the
alternator and the plug and now 60, miles later, it happened again. That was almost 5 years ago.
It was a good investment! So replace the plug and alternator and get back on the road. I also
have a Mustang GT 4. When going to start the car, whether it sits for 2 hrs, 2 days or a week, it
seems like the battery is low, I get the clicking like there is a loose connection and then it
catches. It seems to happen more in the cool and cold weather that in the summer. I too have
replaced the starter, alternator, and battery, to no avail. Ford has had it, a reputable auto
mechanic I know has looked into it and nothing, Ford said it was fine, BS. I am now going to
install the grounding strap between the battery and alternator and see what it does. Keeping my
fingers crossed. Did a Ford dealership work on any of your cars. This just happened to my
son's car today and I just took it in. I replaced battery today and Ford says I need a new
alternator. I am trying to preplan a problem. I am just a mom but on top of it. I hooked up a
4-gauge battery cable to act as a ground from the bottom alternator mounting bracket to the
negative post on the battery and so far no problems. Keeping my fingers crossed though, just in
case. Ford worked on mine and said nothing was wrong and that they didn't detect anything at
all. I have never had any of my Fords into a Ford dealership. The service folks would have a
hard time finding this issue. It took me some time to find the root cause myself. I am a retired
Chrysler engineer that designed and developed many electronic components for Chrysler and
Dodge. The alternator needs an excitation voltage to start working. If the ground is not present
at the time of the testing the alternator will not have an output and the test will incorrectly show
that you need a new alternator. My V6 Alternator went out on me a little over a month ago. First
the radio turned off, then the windows stopped working, headlights turned off and finally the car
died. This was after about 4 months of the "Check Charging System" light coming on about
every hour then quickly vanishing. Worked fine for a month, but today - first cold day after a
month of degree weather - the Check Charging System light came on roughly 6 times in a 20
minute drive. Ill clean all the ground connections and replace the battery tomorrow, but does
anyone have any more thoughts on what it may be? You have the grounding issue that I have
written about previously. You probably replaced a good alternator. You need to add the ground
wire and not just clean up the grounds. This is really a design issue with the car that is easily
corrected. You can quickly check this by using a jumper cable to attach the ground of the
battery to the alternator mounting bracket and notice that the vehicle voltage returns to around
14 volts. Today after the drive, as soon as I pulled into the driveway without turning the car off I
tested the battery. It was at around I revved the engine and it fluctuated a little, but stayed
between Turning the car off it dropped down to I'm already planning on replacing the battery
because it is almost 3 months old, and i'll replace the ground wire as you said as well. Still, it
seems like at least when i'm parked the voltages is within the range of what it should be. I think
what happens is that the designed grounds become loose and corroded and during temperature
changes and vibration you loose the ground to the alternator. Once the alternator looses the
ground the alternator field voltage is lost and the alternator quits producing power. This will
lead to a discharged battery. If you can charge the battery and it will start the car it does not
need to be replaced. The You should be able to hook your volt meter to the output of the power
plug in the car. Tape the voltmeter so that you can watch it easily as you drive. When you notice
the voltage going outside of the proper operating range pull over and hook a single jumper

cable from the negative of the battery to the alternator bracket and see if the voltage goes back
to normal. Marwan answered 5 years ago. I have the same problem.. My car's voltage keeps
rising and frying batteries.. Look up electrical problems water getting in due to a leak in firewall
have any of you had water spilling in through the dashboard. I just read about this and I I have
also replaced battery and alternator too many times, I'm not a mechanic but take a look I believe
it's related to this issue we are all having. I have been reading even more stories about this
water leak getting in to the electrical, mustangs going dead while driving. Leaks causing major
corrosion etc. We need to force Ford to take responsibility for this issue rather than saling us
alternator and batteries when it all starts with this sealant leak putting water in the electrical box
and more. Please read these stories and let's demand ford fix the problem. I did not spend this
kind of money on my mustang to find out about this problem through other ford owners when
they could have at least informed us of it themselves before our issues escalted to more
problems, rather than buying batteries and alternator etc. Trying to find out what's causing
these issues repeatedly to happen. Trinityred answered 5 years ago. I bought my daughter an
'06 Mustang GT in May as a college graduation present. Drove it home and the check engine
light went on. Code indicated it was a. Brought it back to the dealer and they "fixed it" Drove
home again about miles one way and again the check engine light came on. Called the dealer
and they authorized a local shop to make the repairs and shipped a new alternator Internet
search by the shop indicated the cam sensor code often is an indication of a defective
alternator. They replaced the alternator in June and all was good until this afternoon when a
dash warning light came on indicating to check the brake system and the car would not start.
AAA responded and checked the alternator which showed it was charging at 9. They got the car
started but the power windows seem to be running slow so appears to be a shortage of
electrical power. Does this sound like a problem with the ground as well? Sounds like an easy
fix if that is all there is to it. The slow window motors are a sure sign of low voltage. Not likely
that a short would develop in the window motor system without taking out the fuse. The
electrical system needs to measure around 14 volts when the car is running. When the engine is
off you should measure about If you do not see this measure the voltage from the ground
terminal to the bracket of the alternator with the car running. This should be about zero. If it is
not you need to add the additional ground strap that I have written about above. I see in the
above posts problems concerning the corrosion development and water intrusion issues that
cause the need for the added ground strap and I think that corrections should have been there
all along as Ford would have known about this from their environmental testing. But as these
vehicles are all out of warranty we just have to deal with the issues as best as we can as they
arise. RDuke answered 5 years ago. The car has only 26, miles on it and is used mostly in
shows. I only run it about every 3 months, taking it to shows and keeping it covered most time
in garage. Cams were installed May '15 and shortly afterwards it started dying on start up and
then shurtered when driving. There was a voltage drop noticed by speed shop and belt
tensioner replaced with Steeda heavy duty tensioner. I installed a PA Performance altenator,
just to get the original out because of it's appearance. I ran the car on streets and highway for
about 30 miles with no issues, untill crusing at 60 mph and the shuttering started again. The
other day I started the car and within one minute it died. Now it won't start. No solution yet as I
am going to have it hauled to the speed shop to see if they can figure it out. I have not installed
the ground mentioned from the negative side of the battery to an alternator bolt, but when
installing new altenator, every metal part was very clean and no corosion noticed. I will install
the negative wire just to be on the safe side. Steven M - I added a 4guage grounding wire from
the negative post to the alternator and I still have the problem with power draining and starting
issues. The alternator is new, so is the starter. The battery is an interstate and about 2yrs old
and fully charged. My mustang is an '06 with only 13, miles on it and garage kept. I even had it
at shop and they would put it on a computer overnight to see where it was draining and they
couldn't find it. Ford said they didn't notice anything either. Almost ready to sell the damn thing
and get something different, but the wife really loves the car. Since mine stays garaged mostly, I
always have it on a trickle charger to keep the battery from draining. I know with all newer cars
you always have some electrical items running, such as the clock, alarm if equiped , and mostly
anything else hooked up through the system. I'm not sure if the ignition switch kills everything
is why I say "mostly anything". We shouldn't have to keep trickle charge on it. I keep my Ford F
outside, including in the winter here in Alaska and it is fine. This is the first of many vehicles I
have owned that does this. Steve M pointed out the negative grounding system is weak, but
even after adding a grounding strap to mine, it is still the same. Suggest getting a ohm resistor
and putting it between the battery ground cable and the battery post. Measure the voltage
across the resistor to determine the current drain. Then pull fuses out to see what may cause
the largest part of the drain to go away. You should be able to find the short or defective part.

Tina answered 4 years ago. I have a ford mustang gt. Something is burning out my alternator as
well. It's not spiking, it works when it wants to. It will be putting out 14 volts but then you shut it
off get back in and it's putting out I have exchanged 7 brand new alternators in the last 3 weeks.
I took it to the shop and asked them to do a full diagnosis and they put in a new battery and
laughed at me. Then I took it back less then two weeks later, told them its doing the same thing.
They got back to me and said, oh, well the connectors were loose it running now. I get the car
back and all the gauges aren't working and the alternator isn't kicking in. I bring it back, they
said it's a blown fuse. I come back and they tell me, it's your alternator, gonna have to replace it
again. So they did, again it was putting out 14 and then boom down to All the cables seem to be
fine and the grounds are all hooked up. Any ideas? Tina, Sounds to me like a case of a floating
ground. Please read my previous posts for details and solution. Sehunt answered 4 years ago.
Thank you for the posts, i had the same problem. With charging system Error. I found a small
break in the wire going to the alternator regulator. My part number was 1u2z 14s ta. Its a 3 cavity
pigtail for me. Finally i declare victory!!! Update, after replacing the voltage regulator plug, miles
later guess what, Charging System light came back on. I replaced the remanufactured alternator
with a new one from AutoZone. I'm sure that did the trick. I no longer have any spikes in
voltage. The air conditioner does not Spike the lights do not flicker. Was the alternator all along.
This was hard to track down because the alternator puts out the proper voltage of What other
forms said the diodes in the voltage regulator are junk. If you don't see any more posts for me
you know when it's fixed permanently lol. What a pain. Sehunt, I think your problem will soon
return. An alternator putting out The spikes that you saw were probably due to a faulty ground
between the negative side of the battery and the alternator bracket. I don't see how the diodes
can be bad as you measured the The diodes don't go bad and then heal themselves. I have
installed new alternators, new batteries, and have even replaced the alternator connector, which
seemed to have done the trick. All was well for a couple months, until yesterday evening. As I
was pulling into the garage from work, the "Check Charging System" code came back on
unexpectedly. This morning, as I'm pulling into work, all of my electrical stuff cuts off inside of
the car, but it was still running. When I parked it, I turned it off, and tried to turn it back on, and
got nothing. Now, I'm here hoping that after reading this, installing aground wire will solve my
issues. I'm extremely tired of this car and it's electrical issues, and the service department at
Ford is of little to no help. Jcast36 answered 4 years ago. Okay guys please since we all have
been through it. What is the first thing I should do other than replace the battery. Im Trying to fix
it with out buying parts I do not need. Do I just buy the new alternator? Jcast36, First you figure
out which parts, if any, are bad. Get a voltmeter, jump the car off to start it, measure the voltage
at the battery. If you do not measure somewhere around If you now measure somewhere around
If you can charge the battery and it holds its charge it is probably okay as well. Steven M. I
haven't yet tried the cable need to get a hold of a volt meter. As well my battery has drained the
last 3 days as I type my battery is getting charged at parts store. Thanks for the response. Not
sure how to go about issue on the battery draining Steven M - I have added the 4ga cable from
the battery to the alternator and my starting problem still exists. I have had the battery changed
and tested, the alternator and starter are new. Could there be a ground in the plug on the back
of the alternator? Jcast36, Even a cheap Harbor Freight voltmeter will work. You need to know
the voltages to figure out the issue. When the car doesn't start does it start slow like with a
weak battery? When you jump the car off does it start quickly? Is the problem intermittent? My
power wire that runs from the back of the alternator to the positive terminal on the battery is
fried and I need to replace it. Will an 8 Guage wire work? Going to buy that and crimp it to make
a new one. Yes im getting a volt meter today. What is happening my battery is going dead like
no juice what so ever. I took the battery back in they told me that there was no juice left in the
battery what so ever so had to leave it to charge again. My battery is being drained completely.
Only thing that scares me it will happen after changing the alt. RDuke answered 4 years ago. If
you look at the factory cable, not too far from the battery, there is a light blue section. This is
the link. So, you need to make sure you have this or a fuse inline with the wire you're going to
replace. American Muscle offers a new heavier gage cable with a fuse block installed. It's made
by PA Performance, who also makes alternaters. Let us know the voltages when the car is
running across the battery posts. Check it with a charged battery. Also if the voltage is not
around Does the engine sound correct with a charged battery? Jon answered 4 years ago. Went
to start my V6 Mustang yesterday and had the gauges go kinda funny, the radio turn on, the CD
player sounded like it was trying to switch CD's. When I turned the key further to start it, all I got
was the loud clicking noise. Had to be somewhere so I took another vehicle. When I came back
later and tried to start it again, the gauges and radio no longer worked at all and nothing
happened when I turned the key. The battery was under 12v so I charged it to above 13v and
tried again with no change in results. Headlights and dome lights still work and battery has held

same charge for 24 hours, but power windows, locks, and gauges will not do anything.
Chenevey answered 4 years ago. I have had all the issues with my Convertible. I did legitimately
lose an alternator due to it working so hard to recharge a constantly low battery, I replaced the
alternator. My battery would still be dead if I let the car sit for 3 to 5 days. I replaced my factory
stereo I wanted Bluetooth anyhow due to the Cd player chewing on imaginary Cd's, thinking
that it was draining the battery, it was not, the problem continued. I do not drive my Mustang
daily, sometimes it sits for 2 days sometimes for a week. I plug it into the power outlet above my
stereo each time I park the car. The tender keeps the battery topped off. I have had no issues
since going the battery tender route, it has been about 9 months. Using the power outlet on the
dash makes hooking up the tender a 20 second task, therefore I don't mind doing it. I put the
tender on the ceiling above my car and the cable hangs down to the floor, I can reach out and
grab it when I am parked, so I don't have to do anything when I get in or out. When leaving, I just
unplug the cord from the dash and toss it out the window, it will be hanging there within reach
when I return. I also have the water leak issue and do believe that the two problems are related.
The SJB is a very common area for our cars to leak, once water gets in it is very hard to get it
out. The moisture can move around causing different shorts at different times, making the
problem very hard to trace. I keep mine garaged so I decided not to go after fixing the leak, from
what I have read it can be a monumental task. I know that a battery tender is a Band-Aid and the
problem is not fixed, but I pick my battles. For you folks that have to park outside, you may have
to fix the leaks to ever solve this problem, until then these cars can eat alternators and batteries
like pezz. I think they are related problems. Greeneyeddevil answered 4 years ago. In last 3
years I have put 5 alternators and 2 batteries on 07 v6. My wife went to 2 shops and dealer and
they all said not charging at low rpm. I saw this post this morning and added additional ground
from neg battery term to base of alt. Last night at low rpm meter showed around 12 volts and
did not increase till around 3 thousand rpm. After additional ground it charges to 14 volts at
idle. I used a battery cable that I had already. Thanks for posting this. Grace answered 4 years
ago. I have a 96 Thunderbird with it sounds like the same problem. While driving, the battery
gauge suddenly drops substantially. It had done this before, about a year ago, but my husband
fixed it This seemed to work until a couple days ago. Because I was soooo used to having to
watch my battery gauge very closely so as to be as prepared as you can be when your car dies
whilst driving, I just happened to notice the gauge acting very familiar by suddenly dropping for
no apparent reason. Prior to my husband "fixing" it, I could keep it from dying whenever the
needle dropped by revving the engine quickly either while in park, OR with my other foot on the
brake. This would bring the gauge back up close to normal. This wasn't the case this time.
When it started acting up AGAIN, he told me that there was something else causing it so
replacing one or both again wouldn't actually fix it permanently. The defroster did not force any
air out either. No rhyme or reason as to when or what made it start OR stop. I should also
mention that water has been getting into the interior of my car from somewhere unknown for
quite some time now. Other weird, electrical related things started happening recently add well
such as my digital clock is not visible at all, my dash board, was either very dim, or one half not
visible at all at night. We both knew these things were probably related in some way. I know
absolutely nothing about cars, how they work, etc. My husband is an electrician. After
pondering what would cause this circumstance, and checking everything out with his electric
meter thing, he came in to tell me that he was fairly sure the problem was a "floating ground".
Upon reading these stories, and the solutions offered, I'm confident that it IS exactly the
problem floating ground with my car. He's working on it as I write this. Wish us luck! Mathewf
answered 4 years ago. Ok everyone tighten the hell out of the batteries I had mine tight I
thought but no had to go tighter. OwnAStang answered 4 years ago. I have an 07 Mustang V6
that recently got shipped back to me. I assume it had been sitting in the sun for about 2months
straight. When I pulled over I noticed corrosion on the negative terminal as well as my less than
2 year old Optima battery bulging. At idle the battery indicator would sit in the normal position
but as soon as I gave it gas, spiked to high. I drove it about 25miles to the nearest autoparts
store. They replaced the battery, cleaned the negative terminal and I was able to drive it home
about miles away with no issue. As soon as I pulled up to my house, the battery spiked again.
Thing is, I still had the same issues. Took it back to autozone and tested. They said the
alternator was bad. I was told the diodes in the alternator were burnt out, possible issues with
the voltage regulator and that was the reason why it was acting the way it was. Soon it should
completely die. The last time my alternator went out was about 40k miles ago. I then got a
rebuilt one and had no issues until now. I plan on taking it to get rebuilt tomorrow. Mark
answered 4 years ago. I have an 06 GT with a Shaker I am not the original owner. I have the
stock OEM battery that has died maybe 4 times in the last 2 years. I give it a jump and it usually
lasts for a good while. However, I've been reading a lot about the Shaker coming on and doing

strange things when the car is off. I have read about a lot of folks who pull the fuses and the car
responds beautifully. I've also read about the heat blanket that wraps around the battery ending
up missing. For those who do not know, the heat shield keeps the heat in the engine bay away
from the battery, as that can cause damage as well. Before you drop a lot of money into repairs,
try these steps: 1 - Pull fuses for radio, give it a jump, wait and see. May want to consider
moving it to the trunk with a relocation kit if you live in warmer temperatures. Buy NEW only. Do
a search on "Shaker battery drain" and continue your search. If they looked at it in the car and
not the bench tester the alternator may be alright. I also at that time added a designated 6 gauge
ground from the battery to the altenator. The tuner noticed the voltage drop on the original
altenator prior to my replacing and added the ground. They also suggested adding a heavier
positive, which I did. For me, it was discovered that the TCP tune was fighting the Saleen tune.
Unlocking the code to change the Saleen tune was an issue because Saleen will not give the
code to unlock the computer because of contractual agreements with Ford. I also noticed one of
the plugs was burned more than others and that coil was brownish. So, I went back to the
original 20K volt coils and new plugs. Fortunately, the tuner was able to locate a guy who used
to work for Saleen and was able to unlock it and then install a custom tune using an HP tuner.
Since this I have no issues and the car runs better than ever. This guy says with a modified
setup that I should change plugs about every 25K miles. Bottomline; not sure what exactly
solved the problem, but it seems to be okay now. Turns out the only thing that was working
correctly was the rotor and pulley. The stator was bad, voltage regulator bad, diodes fried,
rectifier bad. I think some of the issues were related to the bad battery. I've removed and
replaced the alternator and so far everything seems to check out. I've been having these same
issues!! Its good right now, but I don't see this solving my problems for long!! I have an 06 GT
with very few small mods. Please read all of my previous posts The voltages will read correctly
when the resistances are low between the battery and the engine sometimes with vibration
temperature and moisture the sources of the electrical breakdown occur I have thus far had to
install the grounding strap which is described in my previous posts on 2 of my 3 mustangs.
Steve, I have installed a 4 gauge strap from the negative side of the battery to the mounting of
the alternator with no solution to the problem. Battery is full, but yet starting problems and
draining persist. I am ready to sell this POS. It is an '06 with only 14, miles and has been garage
kept. No mods and no accidents at all. Otherwise a great car. Do you have about If not there is
still something wrong with the charging system. If the charging system is okay get a ohm power
resistor and put it between your negative battery terminal and the negative cable hook up the
voltmeter across the resistor if you have a short draining the battery you will see a voltage here
a small drain is normal but you can start pulling fuses and see what circuits are causing the
issue by noting the amount of change in the voltage reading hope this helps. There are a small
black rubber pocket on each side. Pull it out and clean it. Once clean reinstert back in and just
periodically check for trash. Mine was full of mud and old leaves that had blown in the car. My
husband found the pocket and solved my problems for the leaks. Hawk answered 4 years ago. If
you have a Shaker stereo that is your problem. It draws power at times with cd errors when the
car is off. Mine was also causing the "check charging system" once I replace the alternator. Just
my 2 cents I took out the stereo car runs fine, no dead battery, cel, or check charging system.
Replace it with something that actually works. MustangTommy answered 3 years ago. Its a
common issue with this model and year of Ford Mustang. It is a grounding issue. As strange as
it sounds go to Lowes or Home Depot and buy 3ft of 6 guage copper wire. Buy 2 one hole lug
connectors like this one, see picture. Also at Big Box Stores. Run the 6 guage wire from the
battery ground to the alternator bracket. This will solve that issue. You will get many people
who will tell you its not correct to do it this way, but my local Ford Dealership Recomended this
to me. It stopped the issue. As well I zipp tied the ground to the wire harness to keep it neat.
Tony answered 3 years ago. My 07 GT had the battery draining problem. The alternator checked
out ok and the battery checked out ok so I looked for something draining the battery when the
car was shut off. I couldn't find anything. I solved the problem 3 years ago by putting in a CCA
battery and a high performance alternator that puts out amps. Guru9YR2K answered 3 years
ago. My 06 GT died as well. Lost power to accessories one by one while sitting in traffic. Car
had around 70, miles. I've owned it since 13, Had it towed home 25 miles. I replaced the
alternator with a new one from ford. Yes I paid double what I could have from AutoZone but It
works perfectly. No changing voltages , no dimming or flickering lights. Just perfect. Now at
miles still happy. Guru9WCSL answered 3 years ago. The " check charging system" as also
showed up on my 06 Mustang. I bought it new. Since my purchase have had 3 alternators and 2
batteries. Also, I have also had water leaking on passenger side when raining. Turns out that
was from lots of spring tree droppings accumulating and clogged holes. Taking a 1, mile trip
soon, but now worried to drive it. I took the old one to Auto Zone to have it tested. I then went to

reinstall the new one and it slipped in my hand just enough to see a black spot on the back side
of the positive battery cable. Battery on my Mustang GT died. Autozone checked and alternator
was bad. Changed the alternator myself. When I reconnected the car battery the cable from the
alternator to my battery burned in half. If your connection to the alternator has blown out it may
have been due to being overcharged. If I were you I'd try to rewire the alternator connection if
your are confident in your electrical skills. You wouldn't want to keep a burnt cable on your
alternator as that might just constantly drain your battery. It is not the alternator or starter. We
had trouble with my '07 4. It turned out to be a whole module under the dash. It was draining the
system on a slow drain. After replacing it, no more dead batteries. I will get the part number and
post it here. Krukedi answered 3 years ago. Helped my neighbor kid fix his 06 with this same
issue. His was blowing the f40 fuse too so we troubleshot the engine wiring harness and found
the wire to the coil rubbed raw on the engine block. Maybe check the wire harness for cuts. The
back of the motor has a sharp edge that rubs on the harness sometimes. Joe answered 3 years
ago. The Mustang has a problem with water infiltration on the passengers side. This is a known,
but unacknowledged design flaw by Ford. The water leaks down onto the fuse block in the
passenger footwell. The components become wet and begin to deteriorate fast. This causes
many problems such as the alternator overcharging, intermittent failures of control systems
climate, traction, radio, and charging. Even if you did not have a massive amount of water
visible, the damage has been done and will continue until the block is replaced. You will also
want to treat for mold as this is a serious health hazard and will continue to plague your pony.
Found this out the hard and expensive way. GuruYC8KM answered 2 years ago. I have a
Mustang II I took it to the dealership told me nothing was wrong but I needed a new thermostat
control unit a new radio a new transmission they said probably the steering was going to go out
and they didn't put anything back together after it got soaked from water from outside to the
inside with like buckets now everything's going bad I think Ford knows about the whole
problem. I want the dealer to pay how do we get a class action suit for them ignoring it!
GuruY3V1M answered 2 years ago. I know this is old Post but I figured out this a few days ago
with a customer's car and his is a 5. Just got a V6 and the alternator looked new but was only
putting out After install alternator was putting out steady Battery tested good. Alternator died
today after three days while driving and barely got home on battery. Headlights have flickered
since I got the car and that seems related. I don't think that the headlight switch is bad because
new led driving lights also flicker same and they are wired to an accessory fuse with no switch.
The flicker may be a little affected by RPMs but flicker is pretty steady at idle or speed. I have
checked and tightened engine to chassis, chassi to battery grounds. I replaced the three wire
pigtail on the alternator and put in another warrantied Ultima Amp Alternator from O'Reilly. For
all I know they all come with bad diodes, but who knows. Added a 4g ground from alternator to
battery just to be safe this time. Detected a very small voltage there before grounding. Checked
resistance between all points alternator, block, battery and no resistance found. Engine to
chassis ground is tight and good. Headlights still flicker. I am thinking next step is plugs and
plug wires, but I am going to wait a week to see if the new alternator gets killed first. I have read
this and all the other threads out there on Mustang flickering headlights and alternator
problems and there are a lot of guesses and lectures about Chinese parts etc. Also the "Well I
have no idea but try. I am already in spend mode getting nowhere fast trying to troubleshoot
logically. From what I have read over the past three days, not one person has nailed this at a
dealership or otherwise despite the problem being very common with these cars. God, I hate
electrical problems. GuruVV2RG answered 2 years ago. I have been reading all this information
about alternators, wiring, lights, endlessly. There is a common issue. The ground function is
either missing in some cases or intermittent in other cases. No one is going to put their finger
on a absolute one part repair because that is not possible. It is important to have reliable
information going back and forth, with known repair results. A one month repair is not good
enough to pass on as a legitimate fix. If a person does not know anything about reading meters,
and know exactly what a reading, being voltage, amperage, or resistance means, dont guess or
claim a fix if you truly do not know what fixed the issue. A fix for a condition is getting the
condition to happen, by doing something to bring the malfunction to happen, or to have a
malfunction happening in front of you. Repair the condition to get the electrical issue repaired,
then unresolve the electrical issue, bringing the malfunction issue back so you can definately
say this is the fix for my issue of the guages to jump, or intermittent issues. Dont forget the
identical issues could be caused by different cables or parts failing. I want to bring up an issue
of damage to the electrical system. As soon as a person who puts their hands on any part. I
read one message about one guy who pulled off a battery lead to prove or unprove the
alternator was working. That is the biggest no no on newer cars with sofisticated computers.
You never unplug anything while it is ever passing current or have voltage applied except turn

off ignation then disconnect battery. This could be negative 1 condition brought on into the
electrical system, causing future failure conditions, Causing other problems down the line. The
floating ground is the issue, but not all caused by the same defective part. If the failing
alternator ground cable fixed a problem for one condition it could be a no fix on some other car.
Take the condition of an internal corroded wire connector, it could easily give the same
malfunction, but maybe at a different connector. These connectors are squeezed connectors
and can and will fail down the road if moisture is involved. If you make a new wire and
connector use the same type wire, copper,or steel, but not mixed and solder if possible, but
watch the type of flux used. Do not use plumbing flux. Seal the connector with a proper cover
over the joint and use dielectric where it is bolted down. If you dont take all the proper
pecautions then you introduce another condition into the senereo. Be careful. Like the neighbor
who helps get car started when battery is dead and floating grown issues. He puts the jumper
cabloes on wrong, blowing out the diodes or just alternator, then removes battery cables to see
if car will run without the battery cable. Some floatinf grounds could have more than just 1 fix.
There could be corroded cable connectors with the wires, and corroded wire connector ends
where they bolt to frame, bulkhead, valve cover, intake cover. You could just move a wire that
has a faulty connection and cause it to function better than before you moved it. Of course later
the wire you replaced looked like the the 2 week repair but the corrowded wire issue is still
there. So what i am saying is to absolutely check every connector and improve it or fix it
properly, use dielectric or some lubercant as well as a wire brush to clean all mounting
surfaces, , dont use different metals together. Replace a known defective part with a known new
or good one. Take resistance readings on parts and move wires,l tie them up. Sometimes there
might be more than just one wire causing a problem. A damaged alternator replaced can be
another damaged alternator later if the caused of the damage to the alternator is addressed. A
low tickle voltage to the alternator will cause the alternator to charge with more voltage because
the alternator knows that the exciter or tickle voltage could be lower because of a poor
connector somewhere. Use jumper wires with alligator clips to bypass known grounds, and be
extra careful in only working with a negative or positive polarity connections and not cross
them. If you accidently spark something there is another fault introduced into the original
problem. So I can see that either some people are introducing new faults into the system,
working on the wrong failed ground area, have more than one problem, or dont know anything
about careful diagnosing and repair. Ford has definately made some errors on mounting these
ground wires, and could have done better. Other car makers are beyond this type of failures.
Just use some type of lube on connectors to prevent corrosion and move on to improve their
product. Check everything, recrimp, solder, clean, lube, protect ect. GuruV1GDF answered 2
years ago. I think that either you are confused or the person telling you doesn't have a clue. I
really doubt that the wiring to the compressor can have anything to do with your battery and
alternator issue. Maybe you meant the ground wiring to the alternator. GuruV61V1 answered 2
years ago. A chevy mechanic of all people resolved it you need to ground the altinator to the
frame i havent had a problem after. Edward answered 2 years ago. I have been following this
issue for a long time, I have a 06 4. The first thing i'ma say is that it has been some years since I
fixed it and it never broke again on me. Check charging system, battery drain, and water leak
permanent fix: My car battery died overnight My alternator and battery died twice My floor mats
were wet after a downpour Car would die on me without reason Had crazy electrical gremlins all
over. How i fixed it: 1-Replaced Battery and Alternator for new ones with 5years of warranty.
This way the alternator is being excited at the moment the engine starts and guarantees it will
charge it steady and continues to do it at idle. This permanently fixed the water leak into the
Smart Junction Box. The results: Voltage is steady at The battery will last at least 15 days
without being drained. No more water leaks, corrosion, wet dog smells, foggy windows or fungi
health hazardous in the floor mats. The car starts immediately and will Idle without discharging.
I retained the original door subwoofers as they are dual coil 4ohm at 80w rms, and I'm feeding
them with an aftermarket amp. Trunk subwoofer is the same but at w Rms, I just replaced it for a
w rms sub with its own amp. The upgrade to the electrical system Included upgraded wiring for
the electrical radiator fan, damaged by the power surges, and also included a new AC
comoressor due to the original one being burnt by the alternator. Last but not least, I had to
replace the belt and bearings due to being damaged by the surges too. All the schematics are
available at Ford's web page. This whole fix made the car reliable, took it from Anaheim to
Atlanta and back and been using it to travel trough the country. This was the fix I came up with
for my Mustang based on a lot research and a lot of help from posters on this forum that gave
feedback on their cars. It's only fair that this information is shared to all of the Mustang owners
out there. Captain Edward Steinjolt. Oh man! Why didnt I find this thread before! I have had this
issue on my V6 since , have gone thru 3 alternators and 2 batteries and still the issue persists.

Hate this stupid issue. With my V6 it turned out to be the positive battery cable. It was defective
internally and still passed a continuity test so I could not spot it myself. My mechanic saw a
drop of melted lead and figured it out. Replaced it and the problem disappeared. Okay I just
bought a Gt mustang, about a week ago. This morning it died 4 times before I got it home. Radio
flashed off and on before it died the first time. Turn signal got stuck. Windows got stuck on
down. ABS light and traction light came on also. Because I just bought it a week ago. As I wrote
above, mine had very similar problems and it turned out to be the positive battery cable.
Guru1P8T8 answered about a year ago. My car does the same thing as your car did. The
difference on mine was the car amps would spike after 25 minutes of driving. Key word HELP.
The Mustang passenger side leak is caused, as someone else noted above, by tree droppings
and fine garbage clogging the catch basin under the car's cowl. You only have to remove the
plastic cowl vent on that side of the car, and reach in and clear the tray. I have removed the
rubber bladder that allows water to exit down the firewall, to help the flow and stop the
accumulation. Use a 20 ounce bottle filled with water to help clear the tray. Then stop parking
under trees--especially maples. Fordwillpay answered 10 months ago. I've contacted a lawfirm
for a class action lawsuit. I had a very small poor family. This was the nicest vehicle we have
ever owned. We all suffer from disabilities and mental Illness. I couldn't attend my mother's or
grandmother's funeral because of this vehicle. I've been unable to afford any kind of travel to
obtain a job as all the money we had was drained by failures to the attempted repairs to the car
by both the dealerships, personal,normal mechanic shops and electrical specialists. I have a 4
yearold boy and I am Ford ruined my life more then it was and before I die they will pay either
physically or financially for what they have done with this fraud. You'll either get a class action
lawsuit notification or something happening to the CEOs of Ford. VAPman answered 8 months
ago. Just want to thank Steven M.. My car, Mustang. I saw As Steven has noted this is a
feedback loop system where the PCM reads the voltage along with load factors, and sends the
signal to the regulator side of the alternator which ramps the charging amperage up or down to
provide the power needed back to your battery. Foolproof, awesome design. So then the ground
gets lazy and the pcm is sending the alt a signal that the alt recognizes as low. So it ramps up
wide open and consistently overcharges the battery-taking it out. Car fixed, pay the guy. You
guys that bought a high-zuit battery and are saying it fixed it, no, you fixed the symptom. An
Optima and comparable will accept a high voltage charge without damage. You are still sending
high voltage throughout your system and dumping it through all your other components,
modules etc. Why are my tail light sockets brown and burned up, weird? How do you think your
dash or pcm likes this? Why are your alternators going out? Because they are running at max
load always. Because the batt is trash from being overcharged. Why does my battery go dead
after days So, install a new battery and a battery cable sized ground cable from the alt mount to
the batt neg or body where the the neg cable mounts at the shock tower. NOW the problem is
fixed. Mine is now running between Thanks Steven for being the smart guy in the room It has
always been outside - never garage kept I've lived in places w Hey I got a Ford Mustang 6
cyclinder 4. Okay months back my check charging light came on. So I bought a new alternator
and even went to auto zone to get me a new battery and it My battery will not hold charge on my
ford mustang gt. I have not drove it a lot, since the battery dies overnight. I have put in a new
altenator and a new battery, yet it will not keep charge. Does anyone know where you can check
the Transmission oil on a Gt Mustang? And the best way to do that? I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Ford Mustang question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Mustang Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. A bad alternator can
leave your Ford Mustang without power and unable to move. The battery stores enough voltage
to be able to start the engine without the assistance of an alternator. It is turned by a serpentine
belt. Most of the time, when replacing an alternator, the alternator itself is relatively affordable.
Here are the most common symptoms of a bad alternator in a Ford Mustang:. The battery light
is designed to tell you that there is not enough voltage to properly charge the battery, or that
the battery itself is not holding the proper voltage. In rare occasions the service engine soon
light may light up. Outside of the battery warning light, a dead battery is the most common
symptom of a bad alternator. As the alternator can no longer supply your Mustang with an
adequate power supply, it will begin to feed off of the reserve in the battery. Once this battery
reserve hits a certain level, the vehicle will begin to run erratically and will no longer start when
the key is turned. Often, the battery light will come on, the alternator gets replaced, and then a

few days later the vehicle dies. Nearly any auto parts store will test your battery for free to see if
it holds a charge. As the ignition system is no longer able to produce a full powered spark, the
engine will begin to sputter and stall. If you find yourself in a position where you suspect that
your voltage is dropping, but you need to safely get off the highway, turn off everything that you
possibly can. That will allow all of the limited voltage in the battery to go to the ignition system.
Dimming headlights are one of the most common signs of a bad alternator in the Ford Mustang.
As your Mustang begins to eat through the voltage stored in the battery, the headlights will
begin to fade. Many accessories in a vehicle require quite a bit of voltage. Heated seats, the
blower motor, power windows, and even the radio will work erratically or not work at all when
the alternator is bad. Some alternators go bad right away, and some slowly lose their ability to
charge under heavy loads. The ones that fail completely are easy to diagnose. The battery
drains and you are stuck with a vehicle that goes nowhere. The challenge is diagnosing an
alternator that is just not quite charging like it needs to be. You can easily diagnose it with
almost any multimeter. They should get brighter after the engine starts, since the voltage is
increasing by almost 2 volts. Now with the engine idling, rev it up a little bit. Did the headlights
get brighter as you increase the RPM? This is a very strong indication that the alternator has in
fact gone bad. This test depends a lot on you to notice very subtle differences in lighting. It
should not be used in substitute for checking the voltage as described directly above. Over the
life of any vehicle, the alternator is going to go bad. Good luck diagnosing the alternator in your
Mustang. If there is anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Here are
the most common symptoms of a bad alternator in a Ford Mustang: A typical alternator Battery
Light The battery light is designed to tell you that there is not enough voltage to properly charge
the battery, or that the battery itself is not holding the proper voltage. Dead Battery Outside of
the battery warning light, a dead battery is the most common symptom of a bad alternator. Dim
headlights Dimming headlights are one of the most common signs of a bad alternator in the
Ford Mustang. Electric Accessory Issues Many accessories in a vehicle require quite a bit of
voltage. Ford Mustang Bad Alternator Diagnosis Some alternators go bad right away, and some
slowly lose their ability to charge under heavy loads. A multi-meter is the most effective tool for
diagnosing a bad alternator Get a multimeter. Set it to read voltage. With the engine off, you
should get a reading somewhere between If you got Now, assuming that the alternator was
producing over 14 volts, go ahead and turn on the headlights, air conditioner, radio, and any
other accessory you can think of, and run the same test all over again. Conclusion Over the life
of any vehicle, the alternator is going to go bad. I was traveling out of state on a lone stretch of
highway in Arizona when the alternator failed, 6 months and 5 mile after the warranty expired.
The mechanic told me he installed a new alternator. At home while doing my own wrenching, I
found that the alt was a rebuilt - which is ONE of the prime reasons why I do my own
maintenance! I have read about the S body style Mustang GT's has problems with alternators
going out very frequently. Bought my 06 GT at 65, miles and sold it at 80,xxx miles and had to
change the alternator twice. Other than that, the car was perfect and I miss it Moral of the story.
Great cars. Not much of a complainer but this is the forth premium battery and third alternator
and the car check charging system and battery lights are on again? But checks out with
multimeter. Also, when the check charging system is on it has major delay in throttle response.
It was a cold night in Texas and I walked to my car and it wouldn't turn over. I thought it was the
battery because as many of us are aware, the battery is always being drained on '06 Mustangs;
obviously tried jumping it and it wouldn't. I'm no car expert but I feel like an alternator should
last more than 55k miles, it seems to be an important part or something. I had it replaced after a
tow to the local shop. Alternator on my Mustang failed while driving. Couldn't alert other drivers
but thankfully they stopped in time. Ended up causing traffic until I found a tow that was
available. Originally I thought alternator gave you signals of failure, but mine just died on me.
Not sure if it's happened a lot with this model year but I've had so many problems with this V6
that this situation became a pain in the ass. I'd give it up but it was my first car. Having to
replace small defects here and there is making me become detached and promise never to buy
another Ford made after I'm also having problems with my electrical system where my RPM's
get affected, maybe I have a bad battery now too. Soon to pour more money into this car. It's
beautiful but not worth the headaches. Also had to replace the coil pack at 70k miles. No thank
you Ford, but thanks for teaching me how to handle bad situations on the road Solution
:Replaced alternator, other incident replaced coil pack. All Motorcraft parts changed to
AutoZone parts. OK, i have only had this car for only a year two months after i got it the
alternator went out. Had it rebuilt and it lasted two months. Went and replaced it because the
mechanics said it could not be replaced because it was fried now the battery light is flashing
and have only had this alternator on for a couple of months. Somebody please help!!!! If you
have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: replace alternator 4 reports not

sure 2 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Mustang problem yet.
Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your
zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
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Refine by:. Alternator part. Shop Ford Mustang Alternator. Showing 1 - 11 of 11 results. Sort by:.
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: MPA Part Number: NP Page 1 of 1
Showing 1 - 11 of 11 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Sep 13, Great
product. Jose Castaneda. Purchased on Aug 28, Jul 03, Works great. Works great, had no
issues with it. Note it doesn't come with bolts but if you're replacing the old one then that's not
an issue at all. Purchased on Jul 11, Quality Built Alternator. Product was an exact fit just as
advertised. Did the work myself at a self help garage and had a certified mechanic test the
alternator right after installation and it passed with flying colors. Purchased on Jul 16, Show
More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Bad Alternator vs. Bad Battery The battery, on th
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e other hand, supplies electrical energy to your car when the engine is off. Also, the battery
provides the current needed to energize the starter, which then cranks the engine to get it
running. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. The alternator accomplishes these tasks through
electromagnetic inductionâ€”a phenomenon that generates electrical current from a magnetic
field. P Code: System Voltage Low All electrical components in your car need a power source in
order to work. When the engine is off, the battery is responsible for supplying the car with the
electrical current it needs to power certain functions. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
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